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Introduction:
            Amoebas belong to the Kingdom Protista, the phylum Sarcomastigophora, the subphylum Sarcodina and the
 superclass Rhizopodea. They are unicellular organisms with extremely flexible outer membranes that can exist in
 freshwater, marine, and soil environments (Wahlert & Holland 1999). The amoeba is an excellent organism to use in
 the lab due to its larger size and availability. Many of them can be seen with the naked eye, and their movement can be
 viewed in real time under all the magnifications on a typical light microscope. 
 For the purposes of this experiment, the amoeba Pelomyxa carolinensis was chosen to monitor. The mechanisms of
 motility were of particular interest. The movement of amoebae is a very basic one, but at the same time little is
 understood about the details involving the movement of amoebae (Wadadekar 2002). There are many theories that are
 widely being tested and have been tested more in the last 5 years or so (Joshi et al. 2001). Areas of particular interest
 have been locomotion, deformation, rotation, attachment and detachment to the substrate and the forces involved with
 these processes (Joshi et al. 2001). 
           Amoeba motility is based on the formation of pseudopods and is often described as a crawling motion (Joshi et
 al. 2001). These are cytoplasmic extensions that act as feet. They are used both in phagocytosis and in motility
 (Hausman & Cooper 2004). The cell membrane is extremely flexible and this membrane changes shape into rounded
 finger-like projections. Due to the lack of flagella in other members of the phylum Sarcomastigophora, the amoebae are
 restricted to planar surfaces and are substrate dependant (Preston & King 2003). There are many theories regarding the
 mechanism of this movement but the most widely accepted is the sol-gel transformation theory (Eastern Kentucky
 University 2003). This theory assumes that the cytoplasm changes from a gelled state to a sol or fluid state that allows
 the cytoplasm to flow causing the formation of the pseudopods. Then the pseudopods gel again while the rest of the
 amoeba flows behind the leading edge. The cell membrane may also release a sticky substance that allows the
 pseudopods to adhere itself to the substrate (Eastern Kentucky University 2003). On the outer edge of the cell body
 there is actin that polymerizes to form a network (Wadadekar 2002). The contractions of the cell body, the increased
 contractile force that is produced to create locomotion, and cytoplasmic streaming are regulated by calcium ions. The
 calcium ions transform the actin filaments into the F-actin state which then is able to bind with the myosin proteins
 (Taylor et al. 1977)   Once binding with myosin this outer actin network contracts and pulls the cell in the direction of
 the forming pseudopod.  The use of ATP provides the energy needed to complete these processes (Wadadekar 2002).  
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 The F-actin network determines the rate and direction of locomotion, the strength of the cell, the localization of
 adhesion and the strength of adhesion to the substrate (Grebecka et al. 1995).   The leading edge of the cell
 continuously forms these actin networks to create the foot like pseudopods by binding with myosin and forming actin
 crosslinks, while at the other end the filaments are shortened and crosslinks are disassembled.  This results in the
 forward movement of the amoeba (Wadadekar 2002).  This actin network appears to be a clear region around the edge
 of the cell body (See Figure 1).  The contraction of the cell body and the increased contractile force and cytoplasmic
 streaming is regulated by calcium ions.  The calcium transforms the actin filaments into the F-actin state that then is
 able to bind with the myosin proteins.
            All cells need energy in order for cellular processes to take place. Amoebae like humans digest food particles to
 drive the mechanisms governing the cell body to permit movement and other basic process that are necessary for life.
 ATP, adenosine triphosphate is a crucial molecule that can be used to yield energy. Because of this, one could make the
 assumption that when food is no longer present, there is less energy being delivered to the cell, therefore restricting
 motility along with other processes. 
 The area of interest tested in this series of experiments regarded the motility of Pelomyxa carolinensis. I predicted that
 Pelomyxa carolinensis would exhibit a lower rate of motility when they have been deprived of Paramecia bursaria as a
 food source for 3 hours. This idea will be tested through observation of the motility of the amoeba under various
 magnifications in the Nikon light microscope and though using Image J to measure the pseudopods to calculate how
 many are indeed pseudopods according to the defined limitations. The number of pseudopods under the control, starved
 and infused conditions will be compared to make conclusions about amoeba motility under the different environments.
           Quite a bit is known about amoeba movement but there is still a lot that is unexplained. Experiments such as this
 may help narrow down some answers regarding cell behavior in the amoeba. If no conclusions can be made about the
 locomotion of the amoeba, then there may be some conclusions to be made regarding the methods used to test such a
 hypothesis.   

Materials:
Pelomyxa carolinensis amoebae 
 Paramecium bursaria
 Transfer pipettes 
 4 small petri dishes
 60 cc syringe
 .22 micron filter
 Pond water from the greenhouse
 Vial
 Slides
 Coverslip chips for chip chamber
 Nikon Microscope E200 Eclipse with a Sony camera digital interface DFW-X700
 BTV Pro
 Image J
 Photoshop
 Leo G4 iMac
 “Kim Wipes”- (thin paper like sheets to soak up liquids)
 Clock
 Ruler
 Scissors
 Pipette with rubber bulb 
 Double stick tape
 Eppendorf tube 
 Centrifuge
  

Methods:
  

1. We obtained a drop of the Pelomyxa carolinensis amoeba and placed on a slide with a chip chamber. 
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2. Then we looked at under the E200 microscope on the Leo Mac G4 computer using the BTV Pro software.
3. Pictures were taken as well as time lapse movies of the amoeba moving in a full size screen, 1034 by 779 pixels

 or 1582 micrometers wide. At the 4X (objective) an initial picture was taken and then pictures after 20 minutes,
 40 minutes 60 minutes. (note here the last picture in this experiment was taken at minute 50 due to computer
 problems)  the amoebae were looked at under 4X to get whole cell, 10X for a better magnification of single
 pseudopods and under 40X for a look at cytoplasmic streaming and a closer look at the leading edge of the
 amoeba.

4. This was the control, which exhibited movement in their supposed natural environment, the container they were
 received in.

5. Now to compare the control to the starved amoebas, one amoeba was isolated away from a food source:
6. One amoeba was taken out from the container they were received in.  It was then placed in a Petri dish. 
7. Pond water was obtained from the greenhouse in a 60cc syringe and a .22 micron filter was placed on the end of

 the syringe. Then the pond water was filtered out out into a vial.
8. Three pipettes full of the pond water were taken and added to the Petri dish with the amoeba.  This diluted it away

 from food sources that were present in the container they arrived in.
9. The amoeba was then removed from the Petri dish and the dilution process was repeated.

10. It was left to starve for 3 hours (maximum before the cell dies).
11. A drop with the amoeba in it was taken and placed on a slide to look for potential food sources in the drop.  Once

 there was a drop with nothing moving, the amoeba was placed on a slide with a chip chamber to allow amoeboid
 movement.

12. Image under 4X, 10X and 40X objectives. 
13. Under 4X an initial picture was taken and then pictures after 20 minutes, 40 minutes 60 minutes like was done for

 the control amoeba. 
14. The starvation process was repeated with another amoeba.
15. Before removing it from the Petri dish we obtained a slide and cut a piece of double stick tape that is a little

 longer than the cover slip. We then laid it on the slide horizontal along the top and bottom edge. 
16. Then we got an Eppendorf tube and transferred a small sample of Paramecia bursaria from the container they

 arrived in into the tube. This sample was centrifuged for approximately 30 seconds (in the smaller centrifuge
 from Professor Morris's Urchin Lab) or until there was a pellet of paramecia in the bottom of the tube.

17. The amoeba was pipetted onto the slide with the double stick tape and covered with a cover slip.  On one side of
 the cover slip a "Kim Wipe" was placed to pull through the concentrated paramecia drop onto the amoeba.  This
 was a flow chamber and the paramecia saturated the amoeba.  The filtered pond water the amoeba were in was
 soaked into the "Kim Wipe", a paper like product used to absorb liquids in processes such as this flow chamber. 

18. This was imaged under 4X, 10X and 40X. 
19. Under 4X an initial picture was taken and then also pictures after 20 minutes, 40 minutes 60 minutes were taken

 like done for the control and starved amoeba.
  

ANALYSIS OF PICTURES
  

1.     The pictures in Image J were opened.  They were the full size image, 1034 by 779 pixels. We used the line
 tool to draw a line across the base of the pseudopod we wanted to measure.  Then I went to the analyze
 menu and chose the measure option.

2.     Here a pseudopod was defined as being over 50 pixels or 77 micrometers in length and under 250 pixels or
 383 micrometers in length for an image of an amoeba at full size, 1034 by 779 pixels or 1582 micrometers
 wide.(See Figure 2)

3.     The Image J measurement process gave the measurement of the base of the pseudopod in pixels.  The same
 process was done for the length of the pseudopod. 

4.     Remember: pseudopods over 383 micrometers in length is considered part of the body so should not be
 considered a pseudopod and less than 77 micrometers should not either because it is not yet determined
 whether it will develop into a pseudopod.

5.     We did these measurement processes for all of the pseudopods in all of the pictures taken. 
6.     This process allowed us to see how many pseudopods existed at each time point and how large they were.
7.     To analyze the data, we looked at how many pseudopods were created and the change in numbers of

 pseudopod numbers over time in each condition. 
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8.     We also looked at the length and width of the pseudopods. There may have been less pseudopods but they
 may be larger in size.  Look for those kinds of comparisons.

  

Results:
  
           
Type of condition Initial After 20 min After 40 min After 50 min Average
Control 2 4 6 4 4
Starved 9 5 10 4 7
Starved then infused
 with food

none 4 2 4 2.5

  
Table 1:  This table shows the number of pseudopods the amoeba displayed at a different 20 minute time points over 50
 minutes.  It shows the number at the initial start time, after 20, 40 and 50 minutes.   In the last column the average
 number over the 50 minutes is given.  This tells us the average number of pseudopods at any given time in those 50
 minutes.  These numbers were gathered from raw data that contained the pixel length and width for each pseudopod
 and using the definition of pseudopod stated in the methods section, they were tallied and presented in this table. 
  
  
            The series of experiments conducted showed a great deal regarding amoeboid movement.  For the sake of this
 experiment it was assumed that the number of pseudopods formed at a specific time correlated directly to the rate of
 motility.  This may or may not be the case but there were other observations that suggest other reasons for the number
 of pseudopods. 
            Because the amoeba's movement is not extremely fast it can easily be seen under the 4X objective.  This made
 observing the amoeba easier than a paramecia for example which move much faster and move out of the field of view
 more rapidly.  In the control amoeba, there was plenty of food surrounding it. Smaller ciliates and debris were present
 in the surrounding fluid.  The control initially had only 2 pseudopods (See Table 1), but after 20 minutes 2 more
 pseudopods has formed and after 40 another 2 had formed for a total of 6. (See Figure 3)  After 50 minutes however the
 number of pseudopods dropped back to four.  This gives an average of 4 pseudopods at any given time.  Also in
 looking at the raw data for the measurements in pixels of each individual pseudopods the control had an average length
 of 149 pixels or 228 micrometers. This is a considerable length.  They did range from 57 pixels or 87 micrometers in
 length in a 20 minute pseudopod to 223 pixels or 341 micrometers in one of the initial pictures of the control amoeba. 
 Pixels are used here only to define the pseudopods.  Recall that the pseudopod must be over 77 micrometers and under
 383 micrometers in the largest image size (1034 by 779 pixels or 1582 micrometers wide) 
            The starved amoeba displayed many more pseudopods than the control and the infused with food amoebas (See
 Table 1).  It initially showed 9 pseudopods, and after 20 minutes decreased to 5.  After another 20 minutes it showed
 10,(See Figure 4) closer to the original number, and then returned back to a lower number of pseudopods with 4 in the
 last time increment.  This yielded an average of 7 pseudopods in the starved amoeba.  In terms of the size of the
 pseudopods, they were on average 114 pixels or 174 micrometers long.  This is a considerable decrease from the
 control amoeba with 149 pixels (228 micrometers).  Even though there were much more pseudopods on average present
 at any given time in the starved amoeba, they were generally smaller than the control.  The range for the starved
 amoeba was 36 pixels or 55 micrometers in on of the initial pseudopods and 186 pixels or 285 micrometers in a
 pseudopod after 20 minutes.   
            In the last condition, the starved amoeba, infused with food began with no pseudopods.  It was not moving
 anywhere or forming any pseudopods.  However under the 40X objective there was cytoplasmic streaming present so
 there was a possibility for this amoeba to form pseudopods.  After 20 minutes the amoeba had done so and displayed 4
 pseudopods.  After 40 minutes it decreased to 2 pseudopods (See Figure 5) and the final observation at 50 minutes was
 4 pseudopods.  This gave an average of 2.5 pseudopods at any given time.  This number is much less than both the
 other 2 conditions.  The average was just about 2 times less than the control and almost 3 times less than the starved
 amoeba.  However, the average length of the pseudopods was very close to the average of the starved amoeba, and
 again considerably less than the control. 
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Discussion and Conclusions:
            This experiment was successful, not in supporting the hypothesis tested, but in evaluating the definition of
 motility used, and the methods followed.  The hypothesis that Pelomyxa carolinensis would exhibit a lower rate of
 motility when they were deprived of Paramecia bursaria as a food source for 3 hours was refuted.  The "rate of
 motility" was defined as the number of pseudopods made over a 50 minute time period at 20 minute intervals.  This
 idea is not an accurate definition because the starved showed many more pseudopods than both the control and the
 infused with food amoeba (See Table 1).   The average for the starved was 7 pseudopods while the average for the
 control was 4 and the average for the infused was a mere 2.5.  There are many reasons why this could have occurred. 
 When observing the infused amoeba, recall they were very slow to begin with.  I am not confident that the amoeba was
 is full healthy conditions.  The three hour time period may have been too long.  Perhaps long enough that the energy the
 amoeba needed to complete basic cellular functions was no longer available.  The control amoeba showed the average
 of 4 pseudopods in the 50 minutes observed.  This number is the number of pseudopods we would assume amoebae
 exhibit in their normal environmental conditions with food present.  The starved then infused amoeba showed almost
 half the number of pseudopods, leading one to believe that the starvation did in fact disable the amoeba to move as well
 as under normal conditions, and that the infusion of food did not to cause it to retain its original movement abilities. 
 Where the unexpected results come is in the starved amoebas.  They exhibited a much higher average number of
 pseudopods than both the others.  This may have been due to an increased chemical signal telling the amoeba that it
 needs to find food.  The pseudopods increase the surface area of the amoeba greatly, so an extension of them may result
 in food capture, if there is food present.   Pseudopods are not just used for motility but also for food capture by
 phagocytosis.  More on this concept can be found in my collaborator, Jaime Avery's, website on the phagocytosis of
 amoebae. 
            The hypothesis was refuted by the data.  Despite the data, which showed an opposite result than expected, there
 are still some conclusions that can be made about the methods and ideas how the testing could have been done
 differently.  The definition of motility stated in the methods section was not accurate.  The starved amoeba displayed
 more pseudopods than the control and the infused with food amoebae but did not necessarily move faster than the
 amoebae in other conditions.  Through the tests done in this experiment, one cannot make accurate conclusions
 regarding the hypothesis presented. Further tests with different methods of measurement may lead to supportive data. 
 One may find that the control did move faster even with a fewer amount of pseudopods.  I still believe that the starved
 amoeba would display a lower rate of motility.  But another set of methods must be developed on order to accurately
 test this idea. The perceived random movement of these cells makes it difficult to monitor their movement, but possibly
 a series of photos and measuring the distance traveled would be a more accurate way in which to quantify the motility. 
 The measurement methods using Image J worked well.  The definition of the pseudopod in pixels for the largest image
 size picture was effective for these purposes.  There was not enough data collected to make it representative of amoebas
 in that specific condition. More data on more amoebae should have been collected to make the average more accurate. 
 Taking a picture every 2 minutes over a 60 minute time period would have likely yielded different results.  Only four
 pictures can't truly support or refute a hypothesis entirely.  
            Some future experiments that may be interesting besides some more experiments to test motility in a more
 precise way would be to immunoflouresce the actin filaments in the outer cytoskeletal network to observe how this
 clear region is formed as the amoeba moves.  Also, one could try other food sources besides paramecia, maybe a
 smaller food, and compare the rate of motion to the amount of food phagocytosed.  A comparison of Pelomyxa
 carolinensis to other amoebae may also be interesting to see if the behavior one displays is consistent with the behavior
 another shows. 
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